SYNQ3 Restaurant Solutions leads the industry in frictionless off-premise ordering technologies and AI innovations – serving over 12,000 restaurant locations nationwide. Guests today want greater convenience, efficiency, and connectivity. Operators need to lower costs. With SYNQ3’s solutions, you accomplish both in a single, easy-to-engagement, omnichannel offering that is far less expensive than custom and semi-custom options.

These solutions are game changers for our restaurant partners. SYNQ3-enabled restaurants are seeing double-digit growth in average check, substantially reduced costs, better service in the restaurant, and happier customers. Unlike expensive custom ordering solutions, SYNQ3’s automated ordering solutions are fast-to-deploy, very affordable, and most importantly, are actually adopted by guests.

With SYNQ3’s VIA (Virtual Intelligent Assistant) each guest-to-restaurant interaction is adapted to best fit that guest’s needs for that order. Within the solution… IVA, powered by Interactions, provides the most powerful AI solution in the marketplace. Backed by restaurant experts, we seamlessly synchronize People, Process, and Technology to give the guest an unparalleled experience that is consistently rated very favorably by guests at our partner restaurants.

VIA helps restaurants acquire more off-premise orders, grow sales, and build customer loyalty. In a 2017 study, VIA Analytics found that SYNQ3’s industry-leading solutions lower abandonment rates by over 10%, increase close rates by 6.4%, and improve the customer experience by 11.4%. SYNQ3 brings real, data-driven solutions that work to help your restaurants make more money.

Bot up better. Bot up now. With SYNQ3’s affordable AI and advanced off-premise ordering solutions, your restaurants can take the lead. Contact SYNQ3 today: 877-811-6131 or email VIA@SYNQ3.com. You can also visit the website at SYNQ3.com.
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Increase off-premise sales. Grow average check. Improve customer service. Reduce costs. And make more money!

SYNQ3’s VIA AI ordering suite and automated ordering solutions are helping the top restaurant brands in the U.S. improve guest service, increase sales, lower costs, and grow profits. Over 12,000 restaurant locations across North America are employing our solutions, and we’ve processed almost $3.5 billion in orders to date. More importantly, our solutions are ready now, easy to integrate, and extremely affordable.

Traditional automation and off-premise ordering solutions for the restaurant industry are already behind the curve. They’re expensive, inflexible, and are fraught with potential problems. But you can’t afford to wait to implement a solution at the risk of losing to your competitors. Your restaurants must embrace AI and automation innovations today.

SYNQ3’s AI platform and off-premise ordering solutions are cost-effective and you can be up and running very quickly. And unlike traditional AI solutions that make mistakes between 10% and 15% of the time, SYNQ3’s IVA platform, powered by Interactions, gives your restaurants an automated solution that is 99.9% accurate. And the data is clear: this AI solution cuts call abandonment rates to nearly zero, increases average check by double digits, and dramatically enhances customer service. All at a cost that is radically below that of a customized ordering solution.

To find out how your restaurants can have all the benefits of AI and automated ordering solutions without all the issues and high costs, contact us today: 877-811-6131 or VIA@SYNQ3.com. And bot up… better.
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www.SYNQ3.com